Four Hot Gallery Exhibits in Brooklyn
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(Photo: Gallery Cruise at Smack Mellon, via Franziska Lamprecht)

We recently went sniffing around Brooklyn to find hot galleries with promising exhibitions still occurring within the next couple of weeks. Check out our selection of favorite exhibits happening right now throughout the borough.

Smack Mellon | 92 Plymouth Street | DUMBO

Lucky for us and our readers, Smack Mellon extended their two solo exhibitions, Gallery Cruise (by eteam) and The Uneven Intensities of Duration (by Charlotte Schulz) another two weeks until November 21. Upon first entering the gallery, visitors are whisked away to high tea in a cruise dining room, where they may be served tea, biscuits and cucumber sandwiches. Ask the waitress how much it costs and delight in the answer: “You are on the gallery cruise. It is all complimentary with your stay.” The exhibit is a beautifully atmospheric experience for those quiet conversations between friends. When finished with their tea, visitors may step to the back of the gallery for Schulz’s exhibit of charcoal drawings on bent and carefully constructed paper that challenges perspective and surface akin to dreaming. In Smack Mellon, you are transferred outside of reality upon your visit.